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PREFACE 

The Naval Research Laboratory is conducting a broad investigation on 
the preparation and characteristics of ultrapure imp>erfection-free solids 
in an effort to improve our understanding of the relationships between the 
behavior of materials and their fundamental physicochemical make-up. 

Specific efforts during 1966-1967,   as was the case in previous annual 
reports for 1964-1965 and 1965-1966,   included a wide range of theoretical 
and experimental studies on crystal growth kinetics,  metallic behavior,  the 
nature of interactions responsible for the magnetic properties of spin- 
ordered materials,   and optical and radiation-sensitive properties of non- 
metallic materials.    The properties investigated were correspondingly wide, 
as were the types of materials chosen for study    which included refractory 
and transition metals and alloys,   intermetallic compounds,  alkali halides, 
glasses,  and certain spin-ordered substances. 

Four areas of investigation snowing considerable progress during the 
year starting July 1966 are discussed herein.    These investigations, 
each under the cognizance of a separate research group at the Laboratory, 
cover accomplishments on glasses and alkali halide crystals,   refractory 
metal crystals,  transition metal crystals,  and magnetic materials. 

During the first portion of the past year the program on preparat 
of ultrapure alkali halide crystals continued the further development of 
methods of purification of raw materials,  methods of crystal growth, 
and characterization of the final products.    Several projects within the 
Optical Materials Branch were appreciably aided by the resources developed 
in this program.    Several months after the beginning of the report year a 
proposal was made to enlarge in a very substantial way the effort going on 
in glasses and to emphasize the research aspects concerned with understanding 
the most fundamental properties of glass.    Approval of the plan came near 
the beginning of the present calendar year.    The character of the work changed 
dramatically during the last portion of the year from concentration on alkali 
halides to major effort on glasses.    Three new members were added to the 
staff of the Optical Materials Branch in anticipation of the acceptance of the 
program and numerous other members of the staff began to work intensively 
in the field of glass science.    The result has been an active and closely 
coordinated group involving materials prepration,  experiment,  and theory. 
Detailed results obtained in the alkali halide and glass programs are discussed. 

The long term objective of the program on refractory metals was the 
preparation and study of highly perfect specimens in which the only 
structural feature was a grain boundary of controlled misorientation.    To 
achieve this purpose it was necessary to develop techniques for the pro- 
duction of highly perfect single crystals and for joining them to make 
oicrystals of controlled-misorientation.    Program accomplishments have 
been made in five areas:   (a) growth of single crystals of niobium; (b) 
characterization of single crystals by X-ray techniques; (c) opucal observa- 
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tion oi dislucatiun structures; (d) sin~ering of intcrgranular porosity; and 
(C') grain bt•undary self-diffu~ion in bicrystals. 

Major progress in the program on transition metal and intermetallic 
,.:utnpound single crystal:r; included: (a) development of methods for applying 
high-n'solution electron n1icroscopy to the study ofmetallic crystal growth; 
{lJ) de\'elopment of mathematical procedures for theoretical'analysis of 
tinw -dependent crystal growth during embryonic stages of growtr ~n both 
supf·rcooled and hypercoolerl mf'ltc:;: (d tlw fi rc;t kinr-tic rnt'asu1'( :1H:nt:::. u[ 
cr) sta! growth in a hypercooled melt~ which lead to a unique analysis of 
d~·ndritic grcnvth at •.:'xtreme levels of supercooling; (d) establishment of a 
new tht·or•2tical ap!>roach for determining_ atomic attaci1ment mechanism for 
crystal gro'\vth in metals~ semiconductors and congruently-melt{ng inter
rnetallic compounds; (e) measurement of the thermal conductivity ot' high
purity rhenium and palladium from 2-2J°K showing the existence of a 
rww electron-electron collision term for the thermal conductivity of these 
metals; (f) the first experimental verification of the presence of electron
paramagnon scattering in high-purity palladium; and (g) the determination 
to high pn·cision of the neck-orbit dimensions for the Fermi surface 
uf high -purity copper via magnetoacoustic techniques. 

In the program on the crystal synthesis and characterization of magnetic 
materials, progress in the synthesis area included construction of a vacu\lm 
single crystal furnace for avoidance of oxidation during crystal growth, 
partial construction of apparatus which will permit pretreatment of fluoride 
starting materials in HF to eliminate hydrate oxide and basic salt impurities, 
and the preparat:ion of a series of a Alz03 single crystals doped with Fe3+ 
at different concentration levels. Progress in the area of characterization 
included: (a) optical ab~orption studies of K 2 CoF 4; (b) ESR studies of 
single crystals of KzZnF 4 doped with Mn2 + and single crystals of K

2
ZnF 

4 doped \vith Fe3+; and (c) optical and ESR studit-s of single crystals of 
·a -Alz J 3 doped with Fe3+. 
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AUTHORIZATION 

ML Problems P03-07, P02-02, M01-09 and M01-10 - ARPA Order 418 

PROBLEM STATUS 

This is an interim annual report; work continues on various aspects of 
these problems. 
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l !NTH ODUCTION 

Durtng tiw p;i~t yt·ar th(' \~·ark undertaKen has fallc:>n into two tnajnr 
categc1rit·S. For thf· t1t·~t portion of tht;··yPar work contirntt'ci ·a-n·ThC' alkali 
halid.• cry•H<tl pt·oblt.•tn, ;tnd included further dC'vc-lupml'nt ui mt•thods uf 
p•Hificatiun tof tht> raw matt•t·ials, mt'thods of cryntal growth, and annlysis 
(ll tlw final pt·udttct. ln particular, S(•Vt•ral t>rojects within tlw Opticnl 
.l\.iatcrials Bt·ilrH h Wt'l't.' aflprt.•ciably aich•d by the n•sourcps cll'V(•lonc•d in 
this pr•lgr:tnl. 

~ 
S.-v,·r;tltn••nthH aftt·t· tlw hc•ginning of tlw report y\ir a pt'lmosal was 

rnad.· 111 t•nlaq~.t· in a Vt·ry suh;;;t.mtial wny tlw effort goWlg on in glrHdH'S ancl 
to .•n1ph;lsizt· lht· tc·s••CJ!'dl aspt>ets cunt·l•rnt•cl \'!ith unclt'rstanding th<• 1111lRt 
fttnr!;nnt·nt.-.1 prop.·rtit•s of gl<Jss. Approval of this plan earn" near thP 
h1·~in:\ing of tht• prt•st•nt l'lllt•!vlar year ancl thl' charactt'r of th£> wnrl< has 
chan~t·d dram~tically in thf• last nortion of thl' y£>ar. Thr(•e n('W mNniH•rs 
hav•· l"·c·n arlr!HI to th•· st:d[. oft lw Optical Matt'rials hranch in anticipation 
of 1 h•· ;JC:c.·pt.inC(· .,j tlw prograru and nttmProns oth<>r mt>mhers of t.lw staff 
began to v:orl< int•·m.i\1·ly in t!w fi('ld of gl:lss sciencP. The r(.•sult has het•n 
an activt· ;tnd <'lof><•ly ,· .. onlinat<'d .:,{roup involving n\atPri;tls prt•paration, 
Pxpr·rir·p;·nt, dtHI th·or·y. In disr.ussing the• work. below, nu separation will 
lw attt·r·npt••d lll·tw.·r·n lht~ \\·ork on crystals <1ncl that on glasses. It should bc• 
evirll'r'1 in ~ ;u·h st:ctwn .ls to which matt•rial is bt•ing discussed. 

IL ~.-L'\J:.;f! NLW F;\CILITIES 

!'••;() .td.J.tc .·ut 1 lc·i1n rPonls havp b('t>l1 i.milt in laboratory Sl)nC<' ht·fWPPn 
th•· :t.•Hw-r•·tining :tnd cn,..st;tl-growing lahnt·at<H"Y and tlw room housing th<' 
mass spt·ctro~r·aph. l'ltf' t·ntl"<lrH't' to the c!t>etn roorns is thruugh an (•ntrill1C«' 
pnrt in tht· •:rystal-gl'o\dng ar·,·a. An additional pass-tht·ough port is lncatNI 
hvt\,.,.,.n •·n•· of th•· cl.·an rnun\s ;tnd the rnass spt•ctrograph roon1 to'p<•rn1it 
pr•·p.tc·ati~.n •1i >oantplt·s in tht· clean ;u·t·a for mass spl'ctrograph analysis. A 
Vdtt!t· n('flf ll t:; luc.itf'(! in t•ach of thP C}(•an rnun1S to provide an ultra-clean 
sp;u·t·. Clt·an -room work IH•nch(•S and storage iacilitiPS fur pur£' n1aterials 
;,r(• r>r•lVidt·d tn t·;tch I'<Jorn. Cll'an-roorn prott•ctivP garnH•nts ar£' provid('d for 
:lll work in thf• c!P;.m area. It is anticipatNI that US(' of this facility will 
grc·atly trH rt'i.~t· th(• ultimat<• purity of t·aw and flncd product matPrials which 
can hr· atti'l.uwcl. 

Tht•rt· I!'> ""''w an opf'r.1t1on an <'lt•gant and uniqu<• glass furnace which has 
b(·pn dt~•;i~ nH! and produet·d by tht· Ar-t-hur D. Littlt' Co. f, .. · '(~ GinthC'r. 
It allow<, f,,l. 1111 IH'ating hy induction of a glass nH'lt in a crucit)lc' cnclosf•cl 
withi!l a v;H •t~tn1 c:h~trnht'r. M(•lting can b<· acconlplishl'd t'itlwr in a vacuurn, 
ox!'li'/.inJ: .ttrnn~:plwrf·, l".-dtlcing attnnsr,lwr<•, nt· inert atn1osphPrf'. It allows 
for ,til r! .. 1~!;J-.~, h<tnr'l ing nppr·atinns tn lw carried on within the contrnllf'd 
:tirn<.•;ph• ,., .. fl~t.,.,. indtH!t• tilling, rnelting, ::>tirring, casting, and <lnn(•;ding. 
It r!, tht· fi1·~·t ftu·n;" ,. of this kind to have lH'l·n 111<1dt> <tnd as a rl'sult it has 
nf't'dl'fl ;1 .l!rr·at de•'; I of iidjttstnlt·nt and modification. How<>V<"•r, it is now 
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opt·rating satisfactoriiy and has ;dr(•ady proved its worth in one of the 
research project3 which will be clescribed later. With the aid of this furnacp 
it has bt>en possi:1Ic> to prepart· ;. san1pie of simplt~ sodium ~silica glass with 
<·xtrenH·ly small concentrations of iron impurities. The improv(•ment over 
glasses rnelted :in t!w usual glass furnaces has been quite ·impressive. 

Equiprn e>nt has bl~en ass em bled for Raman spectroscopy. It consist,s of a 
50 milliwatt helium -nf:.·on laser and a Spex double grating monochromator. 
D<·tPction is accumplish~d eitlwr by using a photomultipli!'r with a phase 
St'nsitive detector or with a discriminator and counter. The apparatus has 
bt·t·n assc·mblcd, aligned, and pr(•liminary spectra have been obtained using 
li(Fiids and glasses. 

Appropriations have be(•n approved for the addition of two othcr pieccs of 
apparatus. One is an apparatus for preparing thin films by sputtering; the other 
is an inte>f(•rometric spectromcter for use in tl~e far infrared. 

In addition to facilities within the Optical Materials Branch, cooperative 
effurt has been lJ1.·gun with other groups at NRL that have unusual facilities. 
Mr. 

1
.\. R. Hunter of the Atmosphere and Astrophysics Division has contributed 

his time and extensive vacuum ultraviolet equipment and is starting a pr9gram 
of reflection and transn1ission measurements on glasses. Similarly, Dr. 
G. A. Ferguson, Jr. of thC' Nuclear Physics Division has used th<:> NRL reactor 
and lH:utrlln spectromt•tt•rs to demonstrate the feasibility of studying the 
structure •Jf glasst•s using this equipm~?nt. 

III. MATERIAL PREPRA TION AN:C. ANALYSIS 

A. Alkali Halide Purification and Single Crystal Preparation 

Alkali halid~ purification and zone-refining was delayed by 
constn,ction work on clean-room laboratory space over a portion of this perioo. 
\Vhilt.· the zone-refiner was not in operation a numb('r of modifications such as ., 
very pure hydrogen halide gas generating apparatus, an improved vacuum handl-
ing system, and thl' like, wert• designed and fabricated for the equipment. It 
is pr<'sently being employed to prepare highly purified RbCl for conductivity 
studi(·s. Tlw zone refint•r has also been used to prepare a zone-levelled KBr 
ingol doj>ed with multiple impuritfes. After analysis it wiilbe .used as an 
impurity ca!ibration standard for analyses of trace impurities in ultra-purl• 
KBr. particularly Ly rnass spectrog:::-aphy. A single crystal of KBr, doped 
"vith 0. 02 percent of NaF, LiBr~ RbCl, CsBr, KI, CaC03, SrBrz, BaCJ3, 
!vlgCJ 3· PbBrz, AgBr, AlCl3, KN03, Sio 2 , and MnCu3 respectively was also 
pr-Pparecl by Kyropoulos crystal pulling and has been analyzed by a varic•ty of 
techniques for us by C. Butler of ORNL to provide a standard. Differt>nt 
portiuns uf this single· crystal difft>r markedly in impurity concC'ntration, 
indicating tlw lksi!:"ability of having a larger, more uniform zone-levelled 
ingot as standard. 

Paners havp !wC>n written and published on KBr crystal growth by vapor 
dL'positionO) and on a laboratory method for rnaking Teflon to glass 
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. ( 2) 
connt·Ctinn:'.. 

H. Puri!.ic;rtiun Analysis and Preparation of GlassC's 

Fur :.lttdii'S ut tlu· optical propt·rtit•s ol iron-contlining lithium 
dnd surlitlltl ~··;catt· gl.t:.:;t-s, tht· analysis of small amounts of it·un in raw 
nl.ttt·ri;db u~t·cl to prt'p;trt• such glasst•s and tht• purification of such raw 
nl~ltvt·i;ds bvcamt• uf intt•l't·st. As part tlf this worK R. Bla('k adaptNl a standard 
('ol<>r·irnt'lric techni<pa· for tht> analysis ot' Fe• i11 LizC03 and Na2Co

3 
with good 

<lt'Cllr<~q' do~'' to tht· fractional ppm lc·vc•l with an unct>rtainty of ±i.L 2 ppm 
F,·, l'hv lltl'th<id involved fnrrnatilln nf a f(•rrous compl('X with Bathoph<>nanth
t··>litw ('l-7 Diplw11yl. l-10 Plwnanthroline) and <·xtraction of the• cornpll'x into 
is()-<lmyl act·l<tl•· or t'hlo!'t.>furrn, with absorption spPCtt·t,photomc•try to d<'tt'r
rllint· tiw .H1l<H.mt of cornplex furnlt:d. On(• lot of reage,nt grade Na2Ct)3 
t unt.ttninl..\ lo·ss th.1r1 I ppn1 •)f Ft• was found tu ht• avai!abl(•. Tlu· available 
r·,·.t~cr1! ~r<tdl' Li2C.l 3 containt•cl hett·rogt·rwously distrilmtt'Cl Ft• in a much 
f·ttg!i,·r c~rrtuunt (st·Vl·t·;_d pptn). It was possiblt· tt, n~duct· tht• Li2C03 content 
··t' F<· l1y ~H·vt·ralml'thuds to appt·oximatPly 1 ppm--ion t•xchange, recrystalli
.".;tti,)n. MHl l·y filtPring a w<th·r solution through a 0. 4511 port·-sizc· Millipore 
:iltt·r. [n tht· courst· u( tht.• filtt•ring work it w;ts found t!i:lt vt•ry fine particulate 
nt.t\tt·r pn·s('ttt in tlH.· r·t"agt·nt gradt· Li2CJ3 not only conta1her! a 5011/o or larg«:'r 
por·ti•m uf tht· it·on pt•t•sent, hut also ·;tctcd as an absorbt•nt or ion t>xchanger 
l<)l' Fe v.-ht·rt It W<•S add·.·d as ;1n in1purity in small <•nlotmts (4 ppn1) as .a solublt> 
C<Jlll!J•HUHI. l'ht· addPd impurity, on filtration, did not appc•ar in the filtrate, 
:..n was found nn the filtt>r. ThC' naturP of the solid partidc·s is not known at 
prvsvnt. 1'\y using very put·c· HF to dissolve pun• Sitl2 powdc·r, prf'viously 
rn·t•p<IL't'd by H .. GintiH'r, and analyzing th(• resultant solution for F(' by the 
H.ttll,>J>ht•n;Jnthi·"liJH' tnt·lhod it. was shown that diHerC'nt samplt~s of the Si02 
..,.,t·i.·d !It ir,•n <:•.:.ntt•nt frmn ahout 0. ·3 to 1. 6 ppn1

1 
with an av<:ragt' of lL 8 ppm. 

In t!~t· st.1dy of sodium silicatt• glasst•s which will hC' dt•scribed later in 
this t"l'j)lHt, it was fount: that tlw FeJ .. ~ content of Uwst• glass.~-~could lw obtained 
tll vo~riuu~ \\ays. By grinding a standard size sample of glass and.mcasuring 
the l<PR ~pt·ctt·um intt•nslty at g =4. 2H with a Varjan E-3 sp(•c-tronu•ter, 
o~no~l-,sis ut the Fe3! ctmc(•ntration could be dt>termint•d to lwtter than 0. 5 ppm. 
Opticalrn•·ot:-itll't·m,·nts of tlw FP3I band at 225 nn1 could also be used to 
ntt·;,,.;ttr•· ,·,mct·ntr;ltio!lS to about tht• sanH• accuracy in th<• finished Alass. This 
i:lvPlvl'd c•nnp.tring tlw .\hsurption sp~>ctr.l!fl) .!tgainst a blank prc•par<>d in a 
t·,·du.~ing .tlrnnspht•r(• to conv('rt any iron present to FP2t. 

:\lthungh tlH· t·aw rnat<'rials hnd iron conc(•ntrations of c\hout a ppm or 
it·s~'. gl.tss1·s pn·part•d in a normal glass furnace <•rded up witr. 6 to 8 ppm 
nf il'(ln. Tl1is fttrnace <ontairwd silicon ca'rbide heating t:•lt.·nH!nts and was 
l11Wd .. uth the u~u;t! ii1·,. brick. It npp<~ared, tht>n, that tlw furnacC> atmosphere 
H~;,·lf w:,:-; .t n<iljOI' sllnrct' of iron contarnination. 

G!.tsst·s \\l'rt· thvn prepared in thP sp<•cial t>ndosNI furnace• where.• thC' 
,·r,H·Jil!t- i-, l.t·all'd by induction. Using tht• !wst raw n1att:>rials and careful 
i1<~1HIJ:ng .-~ gl.:s~ was pt'Pparr·d with an iron contt.•nt bt•low the detection limits 
()( t!w SP'<- ;,pp,lratlls which would placp it less than·}. 5 ppm of Ft·3+. As a 
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result it has been possible to investigate separately the ' ransmission of tin* 
base glass and the effect of iron impurity   on the   ultraviolet transmission ol 
the sodium siliea glass. 

C.     Characterization by Mass Spectrog', aphy 

A major portion of our characterization work has been on the utilization 
of our RF spark source mass spectrograph for the analysis of alkali halides 
and glasses,   and the development of techniques for handling these and other 
dielectrics for useful qualitative and quantitativ t   analyses 

A Fortran computer program has  been set up to calculate concentrations 
of impurities from an input of data obtained by densitometric measurements 
of peak height and background.     The   program has  been used successfully for 
KBr,   CaF2,   LuF,   and several glasses.    A first draft describing th<   program 
has  been written (J.   G.   Allard and P.   Bey) and is presently being revised. 
Use of the program  has resulted in a reduction of at least  90% in the time 
required to make the necessary calculations aftei   identification and densito- 
metry on the photographic plate,   and has,   in addition,   drastically reduced the 
possibilities of unrecognized errors in such calculations.     Finally,   it computes 
the minimum detectable concentration as well as that observed  so that estimates 
of accuracy can be more precise. 

The program was used first to check and recalculate data available 
on the backlog of plates from  previous mass  spectrographic analyses, 
particularly of KBr,   as well as other alkali halides.    Some of this data has 
been presented in a paper1-3' in which the techniques employed and some of 
the difficulties encountered in attempts to achieve adequate calibration for 
cuantitativc measurements have been described. 

A technique for increasing the conductivity of alkali halides and of glasses 
was developed  by J.   G.   Allard,   consisting of irradiation of samples  to be 
analyzed by a beam of 2 Mev electrons.     While too low in energy to produce 
radioactive isotopes  which could deposit in the spectrograph and cause 
interference by later affecting the photographic plate,   the radiation generates 
vacancies in alkali halides and in glasses,   and permits solid samples of these 
materials to ionize readily in the R.   F.   spark  source of the    istrument. 
Samples of KBr crystal analyzed  by this technique appear to give a better mass 
spectrum than that previously obtained  by direct treatment  in the R.   F.   source 
without the radiation treatment.     A variety of glasses,   chiefly sodium silicate 
glasses,   have readily produced an ion beam  in the instrument after the electron 
beam treatment-     The mass spectrum from glasses varies in quality from  run 
to run,   but appears to be quite adequate   for qualitative analyses,   with sensi- 
tivities  below 1 ppm for most ol the elements observed.     However,   the ioniza- 
tion efficiencies for different elements in glasses varies markedly,   and the 
ionization efficiency ratios are nut constant for  the elements from  run to run. 
It appears that small differences in  sample geometry and   other  sparking factors 
affect the ionization efficiencies in the less conductive materials  even after 
the radiation treatment,   in contrast to inherently more conductive materials 
such as metals.     Only semiquantitative analyses are presently possible with the 



ine tin'(I,    wlii i 11   w nil Id   need   extensive   MI iiiulit I'll I /at ml i  .111(1   i alibratloli   MI ml in, 
tor improveiiieul.     Pending sui h studies,   work is presently   underway  with 
mixtures ui' i undue I ive pure graphite powder with powdeied samples of glasses 
the mixture*  beim, pressed into solid tablets and SüCKS under high pressure, 
The high I'oiuhu I i v it y   ot  the mixture  should give more   reproducible  results, 
• it the price ot   lower .sensitivities and increased contamination.    Such result« 
will  permit more accurate quantitative analyses at  impurity  level*  presently 
needed m | lie glass program.    Initial results are promising.    An auxiliary 
technique tor   mounting alkali  halide materials on an electrically  heated gold 
or platinum wire in a clean inert gas environment has  been developed and 
may now  also prove useful in mounting mixed graphite and alkali halide 
powder.     An improvement in the instrument  background,   particularly for Fe, 
Ni,   A\H\ Cr has been made by substituting tantalum parts for steel and stainless 
parts and by shielding portions of the source housing. 

IV.    U F,SEAl<C11 PRÜGRAMS 

A.     Optical  Properties ot Glass in the  Vacuum  Ultraviolet 

With the cooperation of Mr.   Hunter of the Atmosphere and 
Astrophysics Division steps have been initiated to do an elaborate H'~>d 
rigorous study of crystalline quartz,   fused silica and simple glasses using 
the tvio angle   reflectivity method and to make this investigation as (,-ecise 
and accurate as is currently possible in ihis  wavelength region.     Also work 
is in progress to adapt a  low temperature dewar to the vacuum  UV  spectro- 
meter so that the facilities can be adapted for measurements other than those 
at  room temperatures.    Mr.   Hunter,   Dr.   Hass and Mr.   Sigel have done a 
preliminary study of the  reflection spectra of high purity Corning No.   7940 
fused silica at one angle and at room temperature.     The results obtained 
show very clearly  the presence of two (leaks in the reflection  spectra of 
fused  silica.     One is at  10. i ev and the other at  11. S ev.     These peaks 
agree almost   exactly  with those which have been reported for  crystalline 
quartz (J..    Loh,   Solid State Cumm 2,   269(1964). 

More recently measurements have been  reported on crystalline 
quartz and fused silica still further into the ultraviolet (H.   R.   Philipp,   Solid 
State Comm,   4,   73(1966)).    A nearly identical spectrum of four bands is 
tourd in each case:. 

Dr.   Ruffa has considered these results from the point of view of 
molecular chemistry .oul has le   . .eel into the possibility of simple explana- 
tions of the vacuum ulti aviolet     .flection peaks.     A.  manuscript describing 
these   results  bus  been submitted for  publication.*   '     The similarity of the 
fused silica and < rystalline quartz wot Id indicate that the processes involved 
are not   strongly depo dent un the presence of long range order  but that more 
localized  effei ts predominate.     The  sharp peak at 10. 1 ev in quartz has  been 
identified as a  Wannier exciton formed by the breaKing of a single1 Si-0 band, 
The next  broad peak is attributed to the i onduction band,   the bottom of which 
is at  about  II. 3 eV.     A  barely  resolved  hump in  Lob  a data at  12. 5 eV has 
been associated  with a molecular  exciton formed  by the  breaking of two Si-0 



bands and the demotion of the Si atom  back down to its ground  state.     The next 
broad peak has  been identified with two unresolved molecular  exciton bands 
formed  by the promotion of an O atom to either a  DS  state or a     S state anci  the 
weakening of an Si-O band.     Finally,   the last  broad  band observed  by  Philiop 
beginning at 17  eV ha;.;  been associated with a series of molecular  exciton 
bands involving further  excitation of an O atom.     These are presumed 
to merge into each other and into the next conduction  band  beginning at 
about 20 eV.     The implication of these results  with regard to the valence 
band treatment of other  crystals  and disordered  glassy materials  is  also 
discussed. 

Dr.   Ruffa is currently active in making somewhat more fundamental 
calculation',  which involve less  reliance on empirical data.     Eventually,   of 
course,   one should look into the  additional effects  introduced  by the  presence 
or absence of long range order on these processes.     But the establishment  of 
a simple physical model for the principal optical absorptions in the ultraviolet 
appears  to  be an extremely   important foundation stone for further  unraveling 
of ootical   processes. 

Reflect.on ni eas ur em cut s  have also  been obtained on  simple sociium 
silicate glasses.     The results are not entirely reliable because of the 
possibility oi water  vapor attack on the surface of this  glass.     However,   the 
lowest two energy peaks  seen in fui'eci silica are seen again,   as well as  a 
rew peak at.  still  lower  energy.     Tnese measurements  will  be  repeated on 
san  pies  specially prepared and handled to avoid the moisture   problem. 

At energies  between 6 and 1J eV there is  strong absorption in complex 
glasses but relatively weak reflection.     Fc:   mis  energy range,   which appears 
to be promising for unravelling the  electronic properties of complex glasses, 
transmission measurements on thin films aopear to be the  best experimental 
solution.     Mr.   Sigel plans to take this investigation on as a thesis problem. 

Mr.   Sigel and Mr.   Ginther  have  been actively at wori\ in the near  ultra- 
violet (23J0-3JJ0A)  region of the  spec.tr urn - -that which is closest to the 
transparent region of most glasses.     Such glasses are opaque in the   'near- 
ultraviolet ',   but  it is known that  som° glasses can be made to  be quite 
transparent in  this  region also.     Usually the technique  involved  is  to prepare 
glasses of reasonable purity and to melt 'hem under  reducing conditions. 

A variety of suggestions  have  been made as  to the origin of the   absorp- 
tion in this  wavelength region.     Because of the effect of the  red,u ing 
atmosphere one could   imagine that  the absorption arises  Iron:   the  incorpora- 
tion,   in some way,   of ? tmospher ic oxygen as  an excess  into the glass.     On 
the other hand,   the universal presence of contaminants  m the usual  glasses 
suggest the alternate possibility that some metal ion is  undergoing a valence 
change which changes its absorption characteristics.     Both .>f these 
explanatioi.s have been proposed in the literature. 



Mr·. Sq;vl and l\1e, Ginthv~· havP now cumplPte>cl an initial study on t.hP 
:-;lmplt· ~udium sdicat<~ glass ma.'l(' v.:ith as high purity aH \\'(' 1Ht' capable• 
.,f pr·,·dn('ing at thi,.; point. The· gl<1.ss was also made· with additions of 
tt'~>n it)tpttr·itit·s in the l'illl.£.:<~ up to l.J:J) pprn, and was fir<>d unciPr both 
''''tdizitt)..: .• nd r·,·dtt<·ing ('nnditiuns. Optical nlPasurPnl.Pnts havP heen n1adc 
:'"' l1 in s:tt:\plt-::. ut usn;>.! tlJi,·kru·sst's- -al,:'Jtlt I rnn1--ancl on satnples 
:.~l'·lltnd cJ,,,~,.l, t" tt.icknesf>t•s of only ·l;l rnict·ons. In addition t'lt•ctron 
p.t r .. :~o:q~nt·t i1.· t't·~;,,n;uh·<· nteas nrt·nH•nts have IH'l'n n1ad(' on tht•St• glasses 
!<• _.,.;,·,•rl.trn ;,n tnd. tH·mlent nH·asure of tht• antount of FP3I that n1ay be 
!ll'c.-d·ti!. !'It•· r<·stdt~ st·t•mt•d to indicat(• that \t,•hile thl' t·aw 1l1aterials used 
rn.ty !.:tvv h.td ir<~n <<>til'~·ntrations of as little as 1 part p-(•r tnillion, the 
fi::::dt,·d ~~1 ... ~,, nm:; IJt·IWt:L'n Sand l;) pat·ts per n1illion <•ven under extremely 
c.Jrd<:l , "it•.ittt•.r~., .,[ pct·paration. This would irnply that th(~ n1ore ordinary 
pt·'" t·clitl'•·'i \\ hi,·h han• generally bet>n usc<1 in preparing glasses for investi-
g.t t 1u1t'-' i 11 t!11,.; t·,·ginn would lead to it·on <:oncentrations which are considerably 
hi~_;i:t·t. It 1.-; !t•ar·,wd fllrtlH'rmorc that the Fc3+ puts in an absorption band 
whi< h :'!'i'"·lt':--. 1,, :.>c.sk in tlw t·egion cltHie to 22:,0A and this pt•ak can be 
ioEo\\c·d .-v,·tl .11 \'t.·ry high iron concentrations introducE.·d in the heavily 
dopt·d :.::.d<tplt-:~. Ilowever, this peak can only be rneasurecl in extremely thin 
sarnpk:· h.·catl!3c uf the very large absorption coefficient which results. For 
samples d mtH'v ordinary size the al:sorption band would apJPear as a shift 
of the ''Lntdanlt'·ntal <·dge' 1 which has on occasion been reported. These 
expPt'~lnt·nh do not indicate any change at all in the absorptiot"l Jn the region 
of 20! )f\ due to the presence of Fe 3+. Thus it appears that Fej+ does indeed 
intz·ocbc,• a Vt.•ry strong ah5orption in the near ultraviolet region and that 
for gictS7;(~s of unly average purity the iron absorption may give rise to the 
wt·ll km,\\'n nc-ar 11 Lt raviolet opaqueness of glasses. In addition the investigations 
of the P'trc-st gla::::;ses show only a very-·small differencl• between-glasses 
produ:~L'd in c.~:xidizing and reducing conditions. This result argues that, in 
these glasses at lt'ast~ the firing under '-"Xidizing conditions does not introduce 
an appr .. ciable .unount of excess oxyger. which leads to optical absorption. A 
miinus( ript dt·::>crihing this work has been prepared. (5) 

~ l•,-t·;· d ,. ,-;vvt'l·;tl i~ttriguing aspN~t!'l of the iron problem in relation to 
pr-;tC ti· ,1 ,~Lt,.;~,l·~; Suda lime glassc·s uset1 i.n wir..dowpanes are only slightly 
mot'v .__,:t:lplcx tL111 th,• ::-,odium silicate glasses investigated here in thc:.t some 
calci't!1: 1o. ,!dd.·d. It seerns entirc1y likely that such a glass would be 
tr;lllsp<Hd'i! t•• ra·;n lltlr·avioiPt if it were n1adc free of iron. We hope to look 
into !hi:-. lf thi~ \\'Pre the case, it may Le possible to make U. V. transmitting 
glas>;• :o •• -. :11du\''~> • .ttt<i pristns using ordinary glass rc•:ipes and melting in 
;~rr h:tt ll'llq! tt1,tl•·ri;tls l)f high purity. 

:•r, :,(;,:t,_.t·y , . .t,tdi··~ !t(·ro: of tht" r·;Hliation "ffc·cts of ultraviolet light on 
:<t~;,·r 1·1.1"-:·• ~ ... [,,,, ,;,t~:~<·;;t th.tt ir·on irnpuritiPs ntay play a role. If F<>3+ iH ,-. . . . ""') 

:>1'•·!-i•·t!l .;t;d to; , l•.tt•~i·d !u l·'r·L. \ l)y the XPnon l;:unp t·adiation, one might 
: '·i,.,' t ~'• \'I.Lti "\'rt.''al cht~ng~·s. First, tlw FP3t absorption band at 2250A 
\\·,.;Jl<! cJ,., r•·:os. ,,.; i~; ubsl't'Vt•rL Second, this process \VOtdd l<:'aVi~ excess 
r:ui(·,; v !,i, ;, t•·i'lll visil>l1· ;d,surption L<trHis as is also obs<·rvC'd. Finally, the 
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2 r pe       forms a strong quenching center tor many laser ions in glass and this 
would tend to reduce the laser efficiency as is also observed.     The possibility 
that this mechanism is an important one is  being studied further. 

There are a number of other research areas in which important 
contributions have been made by materials or analyses  supplied as a 
result of this program.    Analysis of pure Harshaw  LiF and the Harshaw 
thermoluminescer.t. dosimeter material TLD-10J established that not only 
Mg was  present but also Si,   P,   Mn,   and O most of which had not  been 
previously detected.("'    Furthermore the absence of Ti eliminated a previously 
published suggestion that it was the luminescence center. 

Various kir. !s of analysis of normal Harshaw CaF£ and "rare earth free" 
CaF2 also from Harshaw showed that ineed the "rare earth free" material 
was purer in that respect but that it contains  J5 ppm of Mn.     The coloration 
properties of the "rare earth free" CaF2   have been studied*'' and the EPR 
and ENDOR properties of the Mn in CaF£ are presently being pursued. 

Recent studies here on ionic conductivity of RbCl in the intrinsic range 
have shown curvature that has been analyzed as due to contributions from 
both anions and cations'"'.     However,   the activation energy for the halide ion 
has an anomalously large value.     Further studies are planned using zone 
refined RbCl which will extend the intrinsic region over which measurements 
can be made as well as RbCl  doped with divalent metal'impurities.     These 
special crystals are being prepared here. 

V.    FUTURE PLANS 

The reflectivity measurements in the vacuum ultraviolet will include 
careful two angle measurements on pure fused silica and various cuts of 
quartz.     Measurements may also be extended to GeJ£ f°r  which the theory 
should also be applicable with minimal modifications. 

Attempts will  be made to place the theory on a more fundamental basis 
with less reliance on empirical observations.    Hopefully the concepts may  be 
extended to more complex glasses such as the sodium  silicates. 

Vacuum ultraviol   t transmission measurements will be attempted on 
blown and sputtered films of simple glasses  such as  silicates with additions 
of Na,   K,   Li,   Al,   and Ca.     It is hoped to be able to identify  the electronic 
transitions and from these to   understand the  bonding of these ions in the 
silicate matrix. 

Nc  ltron diffraction will also be  studied on these  simple glasses  sir.ee 
it gives more detailed information than x-ray diffraction does.     It  has 
been observed elsewhere that the first x-ray peaK in the radial distribution 
representative of the Si-O distance is altered as the sodium  concentration 
increases.     Attempts will be made to understand this and other peak structure 
in relation to the structure of glass. 



Raman and tar infrared spectra will be trkcn on SiÜ2 with trace 
additions of alkali and alkaline earth ions.     This  will also aid in determining 
the  bonding and placement of these ions in glasses  by analysis of their 
vibrational  spectra. 

Other  studies which are contemplated  center around the problem of 
coloration ot  glass  by  radiation.     The nature of these color  centers is not 
known except  th.it  it is  believed that two of their,  in the visible region of the 
spectrum involve holes.     Studies of the time and temperature dependence of 
coloration both in   pure glasses and in glasses "protected1' by Ce,   CIT.   H2 
or other  ions  should yield information about the coloration and protection 
mechanisms.     It  is hoped that a  similar  study of the coloration in photo- 
chromic glasses will aid in understanding coloration in those materials. 

Two post doctorate students,   experience in glass research,   will join the 
Optical Materials Branch this fall.    Dr.   Anderson of Illinois plans to study 
the optical properties of MgJ:V both as a crystal and a glass and hopes to 
unravel the differences in structure from a detailed analysis of the spectrum. 
Dr.   Griscom cf Brown University has  studied the Vj^   center in halogen doped 
glasses as well as the EPR results on Mn       in glasses.     Studies here will 
continue in these directions. 

VI.     COOPERATIVE PROGRAM WITH BAUSCH AND LOME AND PENN STATE 

Contract negotiations between ONR and Bausch and Lomb were completed 
near the end of this   reporting period--to establish a complementary program 
of glass  research there.     The major areas of cooperative effort between NRL 
and B + E during the first year are to be: 

1. Exchange of raw materials and analyzed samples.     This is intended 
to compare analysis by mass spectrography (NRL) with careful analysis 
by emission spectrography (B+L).     Furthermore it will ser^e to compare 
the impurity problem of quite different  sources of raw materials. 

2. Samples of fused silica will be prepared with additions of small 
quantities of various alkalis.     Cooperative measurements using vacuum 
ultraviolet spectroscopy,   far infra-red,   and Raman spectroscopy will 
hopefully indicate how alkalis are  built in to g   isses in the simplest cases. 

3. Preliminary   to the procurement of our own sputtering facilities, 
sputtered films of glasses will be prepared for  study. 

4. A review will  be prepared of some field in which Bt-L has  special 
competence and which is of interest to Nn.L. 

In addition it   .s anticipated that BfL studies on the effect of excess 
oxygen in glasses  will continue and form an important part of the overall 
program. 

if) 



A meeting of active glass scientists from Penn State,   Bausch and Lorn) 
and NRL was held at NRL.     Discussions were held on current  research 
activities in each group,   and   there was a reasonably detailed exploration 
of areas in whi"h each group could profit from interaction with the others. 
NRL-B+L contact has been described above.     Penn State has unique 
facilities for splat cooling and for diffusion of gases into glasses at high 
temperatures and pressures.     NRL was especially interested in the 
possibility of making glasses of ionic solids such as alkali halides by 
the splat cooling process.     In addition the possibility of making protected 
glasses by diffusing of H2 and Bi-2 was of interest.    Ce protected glasses 
do not protect instantaneously but have a time constant of about 0. 1 second. 
Studies of other protected glasses would be of interest both for practical 
applications and to determine the mechanism of protection for the various 
protecting ions.    It is hoped that cooperative work in this area will be 
carried out in the coming year. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

The program over the past (and terminal) year produced a 
number of signal leant scientific developments.  In many res put: ts, 
the progress over l Ins reporting period can he considered as the 
culmination of the et torts expended over the earlier years ot 
the program  where impetus was gained through progress in the 
areas of crystal preparation and characteri/,ation of purity and 
perfee 1 ion. 

Specifically, our ability to prepare and characterize high- 
purify palladium, in large measure permitted the first experi- 
mental demonstration that oiectron-paramagnon interactions do 
exist in certain pure transition metals and, at low temperatures, 
account for some of the behavior of these materials.  Also, the 
preparation of high-purity rhenium crystals by u1tra-high-vacuum 
electron-beam /.one refining allowed a detailed investigation of 
the low-tempera ture thermal conductivity of this mate-rial.  This 
investigation was conducted at temperatures where, with less pure 
specimens, electron-impurity interactions would have completely 
masked the effects of interest.  These examples also serve to 
show that as crystalline purity and perfection improve, entirely 
new phenomena .can be uncovered, and known phenomena can be 
investigated in regions of temperature previously precluded by 
the interfering effects of point, line, surface, and chemical 
imperfections. 

Our understanding and outlook concerning crystal growth 
processes has similarly improved over the past year.  New 
methods for investigating atomic attachment processes — the funda- 
mental step, repeated over and over during the growth of a 
crystal--have been developed, which, for the first time, will 
permit these investigations in metal and semiconductor crystals. 
The application of electron microscopy toward i_n situ crystal 
growth studies has been developed as an extension of the optical 
studies performed in 1965 at NRL.  The promise is now held out 
that detect incorporation during crystal growth can be observed 
and, perhaps, ultimately controlled at the near-atomic level. 

Finally, new types of crystal growth, such as solidifica- 
tion of hypercoolcd melts, have been discovered and then 
analyzed both experimentally and theoretically.  The major 
accomplishments of the past year are listed below: 

1) Developed the methods for applying high-resolution 
electron microscopy to the study of metallic crystal growth. 

2) Developed the mathematical procedures for theoretically 
analyzing time-dependent crystal growth during embryonic 
stages of growth in both supercooled and hypercoolcd melts. 

I I 



3) Obtained the first kinetic measurements of crystal growth 
in a hypercooled melt, which lead to a unique analysis of 
dendritic growth at extreme levels of supercooling. 

4) Established the theory of a new approach for determining 
the atomic attachment mechanisms for crystal growth in metals, 
semiconductors, and in congruently-melting intermetallic com- 
pounds. 

5) Measured the thermal conductivity of high purity rhenium 
and palladium from 2°-20'K and showed the existence of a new 
electron-electron collision term for the thermal conductivity of 
these metals. 

6) Established the first experimental verification of the 
presence of electron-paramagnon scattering in high purity 
palladium. 

7) Determined to high precision the neck-orbit dimensions 
for the Fermi surface of high-purity copper, via magnetoacoustic 
techniques. 

II.  GROWTH OF METAL SINGLE CRYSTAL 

A.  Electron Microscopy of Metal Crystal Growth 

Techniques have been developed which permit observation 
of melting and freezing phenomena within an electron microscope, 
as well as observation of static, equilibrated solid/liquid 
interfaces at high magnifications (above 10,000 X). 

Thin polycrystalline filmseof pure bismuth were prepared 
by vacuum evaporation onto a 100 A film of amorphous carbon; the 
latter was supported by standard 100-mesh electron microscope 
grids.  Controlled melting of a film was accomplished by main- 
taining tlie temperature of the microscope's heating stage about 
20° to 303C below the normal melting temperature, and then rely- 
ing on the heating effects of tne focused electron beam to 
induce melting over the very localized areas (— 60 microns2) 
under observation.  Melting and freezing could be controlled 
easily using these techniques, and very stable solid/liquid 
interfaces could be maintained almost indefinitely for study at 
high magnification. 

Figure 1 shows the effects of a grain boundary on a 
slowly advancing solid/liquid interface.  Note that while the 
aihedral angles of the tri-junction remain substantially 
constant over the time interval between photographs 
(approximately 30 seconds), some boundary motion toward the 
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right is visible in Fig. L(h).  Fur t hermore, the solid, liquid 
interlace has advanced downward (on the photograph) and become 
nearly straight in bold grains; this implies that crysfallo- 
graphie faceting on a microscopic, scale is occurring in bismuth 
during sol id if i ea t j on —an observation which seems t<> be in accord 
with a recent theory of solid/liquid interfaces.1 

Another interesting phenomenon, observed for the first 
time, is shown in Figs. 2 and 3, where microscopic "pools" of 
molten bismuth are equilibrated within a single crystal.  Although 
nearly circular pools could have formed had the pools been of 
ordinary macroscopic dimensions, instead, polygonal areas of 
liquid formed, which were surrounded by faceted borders having a 
direct crystallographu relationship with the surrounding crystal 
structure.  The reasons for the formation of these faceted pools 
are not certain at this time, but the phenomenon could be 
explained on the basis of an anisotropy in the solid/liquid sur- 
face energy. 

Further experimental work is now underway to explore these 
effects further and, perhaps, extend this technique to motion 
picture studies of kinetic effects during melting and freezing. 

B.  Growth Rate of Spherical Crystal Nuclei 

When a crystalline material grows into a pure supercooled 
liquid, the rate of growth of the crystal is a function of the 
supercooling at the crystal/liquid interface, i.e., of the differ- 
ence between the actual cr/sta 1/1iquid interface temperature and 
the local crystal/liquid equilibrium temperature.  The local 
crystal/liquid equi1ibrium temperature is a function of the curva- 
ture of the interface, and for strongly curved interfaces may 
differ by many degrees from the familiar thermodynamic melting 
temperature.  Moreover, the actual temperature of the crystal/ 
liquid interface is determined In part by the heat diffusion 
field <if the latent heat of fusion emitted by this interface as 
it advances during solidification.  The function relating growth 
velocity to interface supercooling depends upon the specific 
kinetic: mechanism of atomic attachment at the crystal/liquid 
i n t e r 1 a c e . 

Numerous papers published in recent years have considered 
the temperature distribution about solidifying bodies growing in 
supercooled liquids.  However, none of the available' studies in 
the literature demanded that the interface temperature-interface 
velocity relation be consistent with both heat flow and atomic 
ki net ies. 

Equations have been derived representing a geometrically 
simple but physically significant solidification problem; these 



equations relate the interface temperature to the interface 
velocity through both a kinetic relation and the heat diffusion 
equation.  Moreover, the effect of curvature on equilibrium 
temperature is fully accounted for and is of great importance. 

The process under consideration is the growth of a sphere 
of solid in a supercooled liquid.  The sphere is initially of 
such a small size that surface curvature effects depress its 
equilibrium temperature to the temperature of the supercooled 
liquid.  The problem under consideration was to determine the 
subsequent growth behavior oi the spherical nucleus when its 
metastable equilibrium is upset by introducing a small perturba- 
tion into the radius. 

The 
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perature change to the emission and diffusion of latent heat 
resulting from this growth.  Solutions of these coupled equations, 
generated by the CDC 3800 computer, give the radius and growth 
rate of the sphere, and the temperature at the surface of the 
sphere, all as functions of time.  These solutions show that the 
growth velocity of the spherical nucleus passes through a maximum 
and then declines, as shown in Fig. 4. 

The physical constants used for the calculation were those 
of white phosphorus, since crystal growth in supercooled liquids 
of this material has been the subject of recent investigation. 
Supercoolings are expressed in units of the dimensionless 
parameter $=CAT/X, where C is the specific heat of the liquid, 
X   is the latent heat of fusion, and AT is the temperature differ- 
ence between the bath temperature and the thermodynamic equilib- 
rium temperature.  The growth rate in this material reaches a 
maximum in a very short time, and then decays to a steady-state 
value whxch is zero for $i.'l, and is greater than zero for $el. 

The computer solutions of the sphere problem, as described 
above, represent the earliest stages of crystal growth following 
nucleation in a supercooled liquid.  It is expected that the 
growing sphere will eventually develop instabilities which will 
grow into dendrites; *he relation between the maximum calculated 
growth velocity for spheres and the measured veloci.y for den- 
drites is currently under investigation.  The calculations are 
also being extended to apply to metallic systems which have much 
greater themal diffusivities. 
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C.  Analysis of Crystal Growth Kinetics Using Peltier Thermal 
Waves 

The rate of crystal growth, v, at a solid/liqu   Interface 
is related to the supercooling of the interface, AT, !>„ r. func- 
tion which is determined by the atomic attachment mechanism. 
Hence, measurements of the kinetics of solidification would indi- 
cate which of the several possible attachment mechanisms actually 
operate in a particular system under study.  In addition, quan- 
titative determinations of the kinetics of solidification are 
important in understanding the development of the complex mor- 
phologies assumed by growing crystals.  In metallic systems, 
most experimental techniques for measuring interface supercool- 
ings have failed due to the unavoidable combination of small 
interface supercoolings, rapid growth rates, and steep tempera- 
ture gradients.  Over the past few years, an oscillating inter- 
face method2 involving the study of periodic interface motions 
and temperature variations has been used, but with only moderate 
success.  We have now developed an alternative method which will 
overcome some of the experimental and analytical difficulties of 
the original oscillating interface experiment; the new method is 
particularly suited for the determination of solidification 
kinetics in metals and semiconductors. 

Periodic Peltier heating and cooling may be generated at 
a metal or semiconductor solid/liquid interface by the passage 
through the interface of an alternating electric current.  A new 
method for the measurement • f solidification kinetics has been 
developed in which an oscillating interface motion is produced 
by the Peltier effect, and the rate of this otion is measured 
electronically.3  (See Fig. 5.)  The temperature variations of 
the interface can be calculated from a knowledge of the net 
interface heat emission, which is the time-varying algebraic sum 
of the Peltier and latent heat emissions; the former (input heat 
flux) is proportional to the electric current, and the latter 
(response heat flux) is proportional to the measured rate of 
interface motion.  Hence, simultaneous measurements of the 
electric current and the interface velocity yield sufficient 
data to determine the interface velocity-temperature relation 
from which, in turn, the attachment mechanism can be deduced. 
The waveform of the resulting interface motion can then be 
analyzed with a high-speed digital computer to determine the 
kinetic law relating interface velocity to interface temperature. 

Depending upon the mechanism of atomic attachment at the 
solid/liquid interface, the form of the kinetic law (v as a func- 
tion of AT) describing the growth of a metal crystal might be 
linear, parabolic, or exponential.  The new experiment, unlike 
previous oscillating interface methods, is applicable to 
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nonlinear as well as linear kinetics.  Moreover, we are able to 
describe in advance the response expected from an interface dis- 
playing any of these kinetic laws, and have obtained computer- 
generated curves showing the motion of interfaces with linear, 
parabolic, and exponential kinetics.  As examples, Figs. 6a, 6b, 
and 6c show waveforms of interface ro >tion in systems subjected 
to square-wave Peltier heat inputs.  The computed curves indicate 
that the different kinetic laws will result in distinguishably 
different waveforms of interface motion.  An investigation of the 
solidification kinetics of meicury, bismuth, and gallium utiliz- 
ing the technique described above is now underway. 

D.  Dendritic Crystal Growth at Large Supercoolings 

Attempts to measure the deviation of interface tempera- 
tures from equilibrium in metallic systems have invariably been 
vitiated by the large temperature gradients which ure associated 
with the release of the latent heat of fusion at a moving inter- 
face.  Thus, the many published measurements of dendrite growth 
velocities in supercooled liquids provide little information 
directly concerning the atomic kinetics of solidification, 
because, although bath supercoolings are measured, the interface 
supercoolings still remain unknown. 

In theoretical analyses of the heat flow near a dendrite 
tip, it is usually assumed that the interface supercooling is 
only a small fraction of the total bath supercooling, which 
implies that only small interface supercoolings are required to 
produce large solidification velocities.  This assumption has 
appeared reasonable until now because there had been no demon- 
stration that the interface supercooling in rapidly growing 
dendritic systems was ever, in fact, more than a very small frac- 
tion of the total bath supercooling.  It will now be demonstrated 
that in at least one subscance (P4) the assumption of small 
interface supercooling is incorrect. 

The normal end product of rapid dendritic solidification 
in supercooled melts is a two-phase slush of solid and liquid 
material at the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature.  It was 
recently demonstrated, however, that when a critical bath super- 
cooling is exceeded, the supercooled melt solidifies to a single- 
phase, totally solid, material.4  Moreover, this final solid 
malarial is below the equilibrium melting point by an amount 

p 
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where AT. is the initial bath supercooling, X   is the latent heat 
of fusion, and Ck  is the specific heat of the supercooled liquid; 
the minimum bath supercooling for total solidification is 

# A 

Lp 

This minimum bath supercooling has not yet been attained 
in metals, but has now been achieved in liquid white phosphorus 
(P.), a material in which solidification is expected to be 
similar to that of a pure metal, according to the theoretical 
criterion of Jackson.5 

When crystal growth is initiated in a liquid supercooled 
beyond the minimum value given in Eq.(2), it then becomes possible 
to set certain limits on the temperatures attained by the solid/ 
liquid interface.  If the solidification proceeds through the 
hypercooled liquid as a planar front, it then follows from heat- 
flow theory that the temperature of the interface must be the fame 
as that of the final solid product, and the interface supercooling 
is given in Eq.(l).  If, instead, the interface breaks down during 
solidification into a non-planar configuration, then some parts 
of the interface will be supercooled more, and other parts super- 
cooled less, than the value specified by Eq.(l).  Furthermore, 
the coolest portions of the interface will be the most rapidly 
growing regions, which determine the observed solidification 
velocity.  Thus, the value ATj given by Eq.(1) represents the 
minimum possible interface supercooling at the fastest growing 
regions of the solid/liquid interface.  It may be observed that 
this minimum interface supercooling becomes a significant frac- 
tion of the total bath supercooling, once the bath supercooling 
exceeds AT^.  Thus, if interface supercoolings are normally very 
small at bath supercoolings below ATj-,, then greatly enhanced 
interface supercoolings, and hence enhanced solification veloci- 
ties, should be produced at bath supercoolings above AT^.  In 
other words, a slope discontinuity of AT£, should occur in a plot 
of observed solidification velocity versus measured bath super- 
cooling, if the interface supercoolings are small at low values 
of the melt supercooling. 

Crystallization velucitins in supercooled phosphorus have 
been measured at bath supercoolings above and below AT^, i.e., in 
both supercooled and hypercooled melts.  The phosphorus was con- 
tained in a 1 cm diameter vertical Pyrex tube (Fig. 7), and was 
protected from atmospheric contamination by a 0.5 weight-percent 
aqueous solution of chromic anhydride, which could be flushed 
through the liquid phosphorus column to cleanse the surfaces of 
the specimen.  The tube was brought to a uniform temperature 



(within ±0.05'C in 10 cm) by immersion in a stirred water bath 
contained in a 2-liter Dewar vessel; the temperature of the 
specimen was measured with two calibrated tungsten-Kovar-A 
thermocouples using a precision potentiometer.  The thermocouples 
were then connected in series opposed, and their output fed into 
a preamplifier and oscilloscope.  The solidification velocity was 
calculated from the time interval, measured from the oscilloscope 
traces, required for the solidification front to traverse the 
10-cm distance between thermocouples. 

Figure 8 presents the results of the velocity measurements 
on a log velocity-log bath supercooling scale.  It is seen that 
the solidification velocity is a smooth, continuous function 
throughout the entire range of bath supercooling.  No sudden 
increase in solidification velocity occurs at bath supercoolings 
greater than AT^,, even though interface supercoolings become at 
least as large us 18°C.  Since the velocity must be related to 
the interface supercooling, proportionately large interface 
supercoolings must have been present at bath supercoolings less 
than ATfj.  Heat-flow solutions based on the a priori assumption 
that the solid/liquid interface is always near the equilibrium 
temperature may therefore be seriously in error in this system. 

The study of this unique mode of solidification, thus far 
attained only in white phosphorus, has made it possible, for the 
first time, to set a lower limit on the interface supercooling 
during rapid dendritic growth.  The implications of the velocity 
measurements with regard to interface morphology and tn° exact 
form of the kinetic relation are currently under investigd+ f r>n, 

III.  ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF HIGH-PURITY METAL 
SINGLE CRYSTALS 

Zlectron-Paramagnon Interactions in Palladium 

It has been recently suggested6'7 that, in strongly para- 
magnetic metals like Pd, a large renormalization of d-electron 
mass occurs as a result of d-electron-spin fluctuation interac- 
tion.  The presence of such persistent spin-fluctuations 
(paramagnons) in the d-band can, as yet, only be inferred from 
a comparison of low-temperature specific heat data with heat 
capacities deduced  from band calculations.  However, a calcula- 
tion for s-electron-paramagnon scattering has been made,b the 
results of which can be used as a means of verifying the exist- 
ence of paramagnons in strongly paramagnetic metals. 

To test this theory, and, indeed, to show that paramag- 
nons do exist, low temperature electrical resistivity measure- 
ments were made on a series of dilute Pd-Ni alloys.  Samples 



of pure palladium (having a resistance ratio R3Q0/R4 2 in excess 
of 1000) and palladium containing 0.5, 1.0 and 1.66 at-% nickel 
were examined; the temperature region investigated was 2° to 30°K 
using conventional potentiometric techniques.  Since these alloys 
do not exhibit any complicating localized magnetic moment 
phenomena/' it appears likely that the large increase in their 
magnetic susceptibility can be attributed to an increase in their 
exchange enhancement.  As a result, we should expect that the 
fraction of the electrical resistivity resulting from electron- 
paramagnon scattering would increase strongly as a function of 
nickel content. 

The results of this investigation are shown in Fig. 9. 
It is clearly evident that, at the lowest temperatures, the 
resistances of all the samples vary as T2 .  For pure Pd, the 
observed electrical resistivity goes as T2 to approximately 7°K; 
beyond that temperature a positive deviation is observed.  As 
Ni is added to Pd, the coefficient of the T2 term in the resis- 
tivity increases (note the upwards shift of p^ vs T on a log-log 
plot in Fig. 9), and in addition, the temperature region over 
which the T2 dependence is observed is a strong function of the 
composition.  For Pd-l/2%Ni, the resistivity goes as T2 to 11°K; 
for Pd-l%Ni to 17JK; and for Pd-1.66%Ni to 5°K.  The deviation 
from the T2 behavior is found to decrease as a function of Ni 
content and, in fact, a negative deviation is observed for the 
Pd-1.66%Ni sample. 

These results can all be explained by assuming that 
electron-paramagnon scattering is enhanced as Ni is added to Pd. 
One can write an expression for the ideal electrical resistivity 
in the following form 

p.= AT2 + (B-C)T% (3) 

where A and C are the electron-paramagnon scattering terms and 
B is due to intra-band electron-phonon scattering.  A and C can 
be theoretically related to the Stoner enhancement of the mag- 
netic susceptibility.  Thus the electron-paramagnon scattering 
is found not only to yield a T2 term in the resistivity but also 
to attenuate the normal Bloch-Gruneisen T5 term.  Since, in the 
dilute Pd-Ni alloy system, the Stoner enhancement is found to 
increase as a function of Ni content, the coefficient of the T2 

term increases nnd, in addition, the attenuation of the Tb term 
increases as well, as is observed.  In fact, the electron- 
paramagnon contribution to Tfa is so large for the Pd-1.66%Ni 
sample, that a negative deviation from T2 is observed beyond 
about 5°K. 



B.  Magnetoacoustic Oscillations in High-Purity Copper 
Crystals 

The most elementary model for the Fermi surface of copper 
is a sphere — the free electron or Fermi sphere.  A more realistic 
model takes account of the lattice periodicity and of the actual 
crystal potential.  The detailed characteristics of the crystal 
potential will in most cases yield a Fermi surface substantially 
distorted from spherical form.  In the case of copper, the sphere 
is distorted until it contacts the Brillouin zone faces in the 
{111} direction, creating "necks."  Accordingly, the Fermi surface 
of copper becomes an open structure connected along [lllj direc- 
tions, and the open electron orbits which are made possible will 
profoundly influence some of the lew temperature properties of 
the pure metal.  A direct determination of certain Fermi surface 
cross sections in the vicinity of the necks may be obtained from 
analysis of magnetoacoustic oscillations and such measurements 
provide a valuable supplement to other experimental results con- 
cerned with the symmetries and shapes of the Fermi surface. 
Magnetoacoustic oscillations have been observed in a high-purity 
single crystal of copper which has opposite faces parallel to the 
N11C0 planes and which was spark cut from an ingot having a 
resistivity ratio of about 8000.  The existence of necks limits 
the extent of "belly" orbits (those passing entirely around the 
Fermi surface) and makes entirely new types of orbits possible. 
These fea+ures produce a rich variety of magnetoacoustic oscilla- 
tion patterns in which the effect of the necks can be seen in 
severa.' ways. 

1) A "shadowing" of belly-orbit oscillations occurs, i.e., 
in certain angular ranges (as indicated in Fig. 10) the belly 
orbits are blocked by the necks. 

2) At angles successively closer to the {111} direction, 
groups of oscillations are observed representing orbits around 
2, 3, 4...,"Fermi spheres."  Such extended orbits passing around 
as many as 10 "spheres" can be identified in the data. 

3) "Geometric resonances" occur for the {ill} direction; 
these arise when the periodicity of the orbit in real space is 
equal to a multiple of the sound wavelength.  The specimen is 
pure enough that a series of eight such resonances occurs in 
the data.  Since the periodicity of these particular orbits is 
directly related to the dimensions of the Brillouin zone, these 
data can be used as an accurate calibration for the magneto- 
acoustic oscillations, independent of the magnetic field value 
or the sound wavelength. 
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4)  Magnetoacoustic oscillations arising directly from 
orbits around the necks are observed.  Although their amplitude 
is reasonably large, an interpretation is made difficult by the 
presence of other oscillations having somewhat larger and smaller 
periods and arising from portions of larger, relatively compli- 
cated orbits. 

An analysis of the neck-orbit oscillations in copper gave 
the pattern shown by the crosses in Fig. 10,  Because their 
origin was clear, these data have been plotted from the center 
of the neck (point L) rather than from the center of the 
Brillouin zone, T.     Superimposed, and shown as circles, are 
points derived from belly orbits for those angles where the 
latter are not shadowed by the necks and have sufficient ampli- 
tude.  These points are plotted radially from the zone center. 
The dashed line is an analytic expression for the Fermi surface 
derived from Shoenberg's de Haas-van Alphen data by Roaf.10  By 
the nature of Roaf's approximations, the fit is not good in the 
neck regions. 

It is useful to compare the measurement of neck radii 
from the present experiment with the results from other measure- 
ments.  Magnetoacoustic and magnetcresistance techniques are 
able to give this dimension directly in principal planes passing 
through the {111} axis and the results are given in Table 1.  An 
average neck radius can be inferred from the de Haas-van Alphen 
measurement (which yield extremal areas) if it is assumed that 
the neck cross section is circular (which would be expected if 
the contact area with the Brillouin zone face were small).  The 
average radial dimensions are shown in Table 1 for the data of 
Shoenberg11 and for that of Joseph, et al.12  For comparison, 
earlier magnetoacoustic measurements of Böhm and EsterlingL have 
also been included. 

The presen-; magnetoacoustic measurements are in close 
agreement with the mean neck radius from the more recent de Haas- 
van Alphen data.  This suggests that the neck cross section is 
nearly circular.  Using only measurements of extremal areas, it 
would not be possible to distinguish, for example, between a 
circular and an elliptical cylinder.  The magnetoacoustic method, 
giving direct dimensional measurements, is thus more adapted to 
detecting any possible asymmetry in the Fermi surface necks than 
the de Eaas-van Alphen technique. 
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Table 1 
Neck radii for the copper Fermi surface 

Neck Radii* 

Source of data 'llC^        112v. 

Present work - magnetoacoustic 0.925±.01       - - 

Böhm and Esterling13    " 0.96 ±„055   0.94±.055 

Coleman and Funes14- magnetoresistance 0.91 0.82 

Shoenberg1'- de Haas-van Alphen 0.99 ) 
)  mean radii 

Joseph, et al.12 -     " 0.930) 

■"■Dimensions in units of ka (see caption Fig. 10) 

C.  Thermal and Electrical Conductivity of High-Purity 
Rhenium Crystals from 2-20°K 

The thermal conductivity of pure metals at low tempera- 
tures is due almost entirely to the conduction of heat by the 
electrons, since at these temperatures the lattice vibrations do 
not carry an appreciable amount of heat.  The use of low tempera- 
ture thermal conductivity to study electron motion in metals is 
limited by the fact that the electron scattering by impurities 
and defects increases as temperature decreases; indeed, impurity 
scattering becomes totally dominant as the limit, T=0°K, is 
approached.  Most experimental thermal conductivity studies of 
pure metals have been such that the ideal thermal resistivity 
(i.e., the resistivity due to effects other than impurity 
scattering) have not been observable below 10° to 20°K.lB 

Theoretical treatments of electron-lattice interactions have 
not yielded very satisfactory agreement with the data, and it 
has been suggested that experiments on highly perfect specimens, 
allowing comparisons between theory and experiment at lower tem- 
peratures, would yield better agreement between theory and 
experiment.16  Very recently it has been proposed that electron- 
electron interactions can be much more important than electron- 
lattice interactions at very low temperatures in metals with 
complex Fermi surfaces.1^  In either case, the ideal thermal 
resistivity would vary linearly with the temperature, whereas 
the ideal thermal resistivity due to electron-lattice interac- 
tions is expected to vary as the square of the temperature. 



Furthermore, the electron-electron theory predicts that the 
ideal electrical resistivity should vary as the square of the 
temperature and that the ideal Lorenz number, that is the ratio 
of the ideal electrical resistivity to the product of ideal 
thermal resistivity and temperature, would be temperature 
independent at the value of 1,08x10"8v2/deg".  Data on one 
specimen of nickel are in good agreement with these predictions.ld 

In the present work a combination of highly sensitive 
measuring technique with single crystal specimens of very high 
purity have permitted the observation of the ideal thermal 
resistivity at temperatures from 20°K down lo about 4°K.  The 
specimens were prepared by electron beam zone-refining, and had 
electrical resistivity ratios between .oom and liquid helium 
temperatures of about 2500.  One specimen, prepared by R. Soden 
of Bell Telephone Laboratories,1' had a ratio of about 5000. 
The apparatus used in this work employed a Au-0.02%(at)Fe vs 
Ag-0,37%(at)Au thermocouples which were calibrated against the 
NBS 1965 Provisional Temperature Scale20 via a germanium resistor, 
and has been described in detail elsewhere. 

Both the thermal and electrical ideal resistivities 
observed in these experiments agreed, in the neighborhood of 
20°K, with earlier measurements on less pure specimens.  In the 
low temperature limit, however, the ideal electrical resistivity 
varied as T2 and the ideal thermal resistivity varied as T, in 
agreement with the electron-electron interaction theory.  The 
data for the most pure specimens, shown in Fig. 11, clearly 
indicate this behavior.  The other specimens exhibited the same 
dependence on temperature, although the data showed somewhat more 
scatter.  As can be seen in Fig. 12, the ideal Lorenz numbers are 
independent of temperature below about 11 K, in good agreement 
with the electron-electron interaction theory, although the actual 
value of ~ 0.5x10"*v^/deg" differs from the theoretical value of 
1.08xlO"",v*Ydeg'\ 
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Fig. la - Influence of a grain boundary at  a solid/liquid interface. 
The liquid phase is identified with the dark area. 
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Fig    lb - Influence of a gram boundary at  a solid/liquid interne 
1 he liquid phase is  identified  v.ith the dark  area.   Fig    lb was 
taken approximately 30 seconds after  la 
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Fig. 2 - A "pool" of liquid within a large single crystal area 
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Fig. 3 - Liquid protruding into the single crystal 
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NTERFACE- 

Fig, 5 - Apparatus for mea- 
surement of solidification 
kinetics. The square-wave 
current generating the Pel- 
tier heating and cooling is 
introduced through elec- 
trodes 1 and 4, whereas 
electrodes 2 and 3 are used 
in the electronic measure- 
ment of interface motion. 
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Fig. 10 - Magnetoacoustic measurements of the Fermi surface of cop- 
per in the (Oil) plane. Dimensions derived from oscillations attrib- 
uted to neck orbits are indicated by crosses and are plotted from the 
neck center (point L of the Brillouin zone). Those c'imensions derived 
from oscillations attributed to belly orbits are indicated by circles and 
are plotted from the zone center (point r). The angular ranges are 
indicated where the belly orbits are blocked by necks. The scales are 
in dimensioniess units of ka, where k is the Fermi surface dimension 
in terms of cm-' and a is the copper lattice constant at 4.2°K taken as 
3.603 x 10"8 cm. 
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The mein objectives of this program are the growth or single 
eryat&ls containing transition metal ions, and the characterization 
of these crystals by magnetic and optical methods. An Important adjunct 
to the3e experiments is the identification of the crystals by x-ray or 
other techniques. Phenomena associated with ordering in concentrated 
crystals, as well as interactions between ions in magnetically dilute 
crystals, are being studied. When appropriate, each material is studied 
by a variety of techniques in order to obtain the detailed characterization 
necessary for the understanding of the behavior of the material and for 
its evaluation for possible applications. It has beer, found necessary to 
grow these crystals in the Magnetism Branch since they are either un- 
available elsewhere or cannot be obtained with the required character- 
istics. This report covers the period from 1 July i960 to 30 June I967. 

C5C/STAL SYNTHESIS 

The initial methods used in the present project for the synthesis 

of A,,BFr single crystals were discussed in the previous annual report, 

(la these crystals, A is an alkali metal ion and B is a divalent transi- 

tio?- metal ion.) Sortie of these preparation methods yielded single 

crystals of K^CoF^ and K^ZnJV, the latter being doped with Mn^+, Fe3+ 

2+ 
or Go . It has since been determined that, in order to prepare other 

crystals of this type, more elaborate tehhniques will be required. 

Specifically, (1) the starting materials (fluorides) are unstable and 

most be purified, i.e., hydrates, oxides, and basic salts must be con- 

verted back to the fluoride; and (2) the purified reactants must be 

protected from oxidation during crystal growth. 

In order to reduce the oxidation problem a vacuum single crystal 

fu.mac2 was eovißtruotod for the preparation of some of these fluoride 

materials. In addition, the construction of apparatus for the purifi- 

cation of the starting materials is nnw partially completed. In this 

apparatus, the impure chemicals are heated in a HF atmosphere so that 
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corrosion resistant components must be utilized. Vhbse include an 

inconol reaction tube, moncl valves, teflon gaskote and teflon or 

copper tubing. 

Al,,0 :Fe3+ 

..,...'-■ A- -. 

3+ 
Single crystals of CK-AX,,0 doped with Fe  have been crown with 

nominal Fo3+/Al3+ ratios of.' 0.001, 0.002, 0.00'5, 0.01 and 0,02. 

CRYSTAL CIIARACTERISATIOH 

KpCoF^, crystals arc tetragonal (space group D, .[ , a. = k.O'J k, 

c « I3.O8 .4) with two molecules per unit cell. One Go  ion is located 

at 0,0,0 and surrounded by six F* ions at (± l/2, 0,0), 00, + 1/2,0), 

and (0,0 t Z) (2 \ l/2 a), while the second (Co F,)~ octahedron is 

displaced by (l/2, 1/2, l/2). The p" ions at (± 1/2, 0,0) and 

(0, ±  1/2,<)) (and the equivalent set displaced by (l/2, 1/2, I/2)) are 

shared by neighboring octahedra, while the other F~ ions are not. The 

crystal, thon, can bo considered to be made up of layers of octahedra 

RGparat'-jd V.y a/2, with adjacent layers displaced by V2/2 a along the 

11.10' direction, Two K ions are symmetrically located between each 

pair of oct.'diodra along the c axis. The crystal is paramagnetic at 

hif^h temperatures and becomes antiferromagnetically ordered below lU|j°K. 

Of.' primary intorest is the fact that the ordering is two dimensional, 

occurring within ea<-h 001 plane. As will be s.-en b:;low, the optical 

propoiT.i^G ot" the cryntal aro also anisotropic. 



The o.'.tl'.vjl absorption spectrum of single crystals or K.-OoFY was 

observed in <ft  TT, and axial polarisations in the rejloi: JOO;;-;j0,000 cm" 

at ten different temperatures between U.2°K and 300°K. Two narre* re&Ions 

of the spectrum (near 7000 em" and 23,000 cm" ), in which sharp bands 

appeared at 77 °K and below, were scanned at three additional tempera- 

tures . 

The gross feature? of these spectra have been identified «ith 

7 2+ 
transitio?iS of the 3d Co  ion in a cubic crystalline field. The 

effect or' the axial field, although evident in the roau-te^.pereture 

sp'.'Cti'fe., are best seen at k.2°K.    At  this temperature, the sharp ba.ide 

k k 
vMeh appear- on the low frequency side of the T, -* T0 band at 77 K 

xg    .. ö 

and below are located at 6917 and 698k cm  in the 0"spectrum and at 

6'X'3 a:'d 6994 cm" in the a and TT spectra. The location and intensities 

of these bails in the three spectra show that they are pure ma<r,etie 

k        ■  '< 
dirtole transitions. Similar information for the broad T, -* '.?, 

tc-wur.ition indicates that it is at least partially magnetic dipole in 

<:hara -ter. The four bands betwen 17,000 mm" and 22,000 au"~ (transit!me 

from the ?, ground state to T, , T„ , T, , and *£. ) are sollt, into 
ig J.g,  <-g   ig     xg 

a number of partially resolved components. A comparison of the <T, tr and 

axial spe'itra shows that each band has both electric dipole and ma,vviolic 

dip:).".--« coupon Tito.  In addition, very weak hands near 23,000, 2,6,700 

and ','>'•, ')■ 1" c:n  appear to be highly polarized., 

AQ was ir.di *ated above, the absorption bands becar.e narrower <u;d 

more highly r--solved as the temperature is lowered. There ia also a 
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h       h large reduction cf intensity on the low-frequency side or the T, -* T„ 
"Iß     2g 

k k 
and T, -» T, Bands, resulting from the depopulation of the low-lying 

h 
vibrational and spin-oroit levels of the ground T, state, Finally, 

sharp bands near 7nOO and 23,000 ein" appear at 77°K and below. Aß the 

temperature is lowered, those bands become narrower and the absorption 

peak of each band becomes more intense and shifts to higher frequency. 

Unfortunately, thermal interactions cause these bands to disappear 

above 77°K, so that the effect of magnetic ordering (TT. = 1'tVjK) on the 

bands cannot be observed. 

K. 7jnF. :Mn2+ 

Electron spin resonance (llßH) >>: mrements at 2h  KMc have boon made 

?+ on single crystals of K.,.ßnl'\.  doped wxth Mn' . The angular dependence of 

the ESH spectra in these measurements was found to be consistent with 

'4-fold axial symmetry about the crystallographic c-axis. These measure- 

ments yielded values of the spin Hamiltonian parameters, g , g , D, A, 
II   JL 

B, a and P. In addition, the superhyperfine structure (which results from 

2+ an interaction of the fluorine nuclei with the 3d electrons in Mn ) 

showed that the Mn  ions do indeed reside in the Zn'" sites. Rfcom 

measurements with the applied magnetic field (H) in the fllOl, [1001 and 

["ooij crystallographic directions, the superhyperfine parameters A , s 
TT   I      IT 

A II, A  and A ' wore evaluated. Here A describes the contact inter- o p     p s 
2+ actions at ti-e P nuclei resulting from the bonding of the Mil  3d 

electron orbitals with the F~2s orbitale and A denotes A_ + A^- A_-, 

where A~ is the magnetic dipole - dipole interaction between the F~ 
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2+ 
nuelous and the mamc.it on the Mn  ion and A„_and A , represent. 

Ö TV ' 

2+ 
respectively, the Mn  3d bonding interactions with the F 2 p_. and 

P 2 p  orbitals. The superscript I represents the k  equivalent 

nearest neighbor P* ions in the (001) plane and the superscript II 

represents the £ equivalent nearest neighbor F ions along the four- 

fold axis in ICZnF. . As deduced from the measured A - values, the 

unpaired spin densities in the fluorine 2s orbitals were found to be 

O.öjt for each type I and Q.kfy  for each type II fluorines. In order 

to obtain accurate values for the superhyperfine parameters, it was 

necessary to exactly diagonalize the appropriate interaction 

Hamiitoriian because the F~ nuclear moments are not in general aligned 

parallel to H on account of the anisotropy in the superhyperfine 

interaction tensor. 

K,,ZnF, :Fe~+ 

Room temperature ESR measurements of the spin-HaniItonian para- 

meters and the superhyperfine parameters in iron-doped K ZnP, at 

2h  KMÖ are partially complete. The spectra studied in these 

3+       2+ 
measurements correspond to Fe"  in the Zn  sites. Preliminary 

values of the spin-Hamiltonian paaameters (D, A, F arid g) and the 

superhyperfine parameters have been determined from measurements with 

H in the [OOll, fllO] and [100] directions. It appears that non-local 

charge compensation occurs for Fe  in the divalent site so that the 

2+ 
Zn  cite symmetry is preserved. 
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A1,,0 :F.r>+ 

3+ The* optical spectrum of tho series of Fe  doped ar-.Alo0 crystals 

mentioned above has been examined in the region 0.3 - 1.5 ?<• Measure- 

ments were taken in tho <F,  TT and axial polarisations und at tempera- 

tures of ~ L'0°K, 77°K and 300°K. there is a considerable improvement 

in the resolution of the spectrum at liquid nitrogen temperatures. 

The major sharp features of the speefcra are reasonably well explained by 

the effect of a cubic crystal field on the Fe  energy levels. However, 

the presence of an additional spectrum not attributable to Fe" has 

made it impossible to observe the important long wavelength components 

of the Fe-^ spectrum. X-ray fluorescence analysis of some of the 

crystal has shown that the actual iron concentration is close to the 

nominal value. The ESR spectrum of the crystals has also been examined 

with special fanphasis on the existanee oi'  exchange coupled Fe"  ion 

pairs. Such pair line3 have been seen at room temperature and at 

microwave frequencies of y.k, 2h.O and 3-'K8 GHZ.    Their identity has 

been established by means of their intensity relative to the single 

ion lines. 

REUHE PROGRAM 

Attempts will be made to synthesize single crystals o£  K0MnF. , 

Natfu:'''., and o'.her similar compounds. Optical studies ar.» being planned 

for o4 hef crystals of the type A0BF, , including diam&gnetic crystals 

dopc'3 with transition metal ions. Other experimental methods, such as 

luminescence studies, will be used to obtain additional information 
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Tl 

about the energy levels in these cryatals. 

The ESR measurements on K?ZnF, doped with Fe  will be continued 

by mca3uraments on additional single crystals and at low temperatures. 

Oxidation and reduction experiments are planned to try to get rid 

3+ 3+ 
of the objectionable non-Fe   optical spectra in Fe  doped AIo0.,. 

3J. 
The Fe  spectra will be analyzed in terms of crystal field theory. 

3+ 
More work on the ESR spectrum of exchange-coupled FeJ pairs is 

planned especially in the liquid helium temperature range. 
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REFRACTORY METAL CRYSTALS 

BACKGROUND 

The long term objective of this program was the prep- 
aration and study of highly perfect specimens of refractory 
metals in which the only structural feature was a grain 
boundary of controlled misorientation. To achieve this 
purpose it was necessary to develop techniques for the 
production of highly perfect single crystals and for 
joining them to make bicrystals of controlled misorienta- 
tion.  The accomplishments of this program in five areas 
listed below are summarized: 

1. Growth of single crystals of niobium. 
2. Characterization of single crystals by x-ray 

techniques. 
3. Optical observation of dislocation structures. 
4. Sintering of intergranular porosity. 
5. Grain boundary self diffusion in bicrystals. 

1. GROWTH OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF NIOBIUM 

It was decided to grow the crystals by the strain anneal 
technique since it has been reported that they are more per- 
fect than those grown from the melt. The growth of niobium 
crystals up to one inch in diameter, which are twice the 
size of the largest refractory metal crystal previously 
reported, were described in a technical note.(A) 

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF SINGLE CRYSTALS OF NIOBIUM BY 
X-RAY TECHNIQUES 

Dislocation densities were determined by means of 
double crystal spectrometer measurements and subgrain 
boundary tilt angles were measured by means of x-ray 
metallographic techniques.  The variations of these 
parameters with processing variables were discussed in 
a published paper in terms of dislocation theory.(B) 

3. OBSERVATION OF DISLOCATIONS BY OPTICAL MICROSCOPY 

In the bicryt'tal sintering work described in Section 4, 
it was found necessary to have a detailed knowledge of the 
dislocation structure. Two methcds have been commonly used 
to observe the dislocation line structure in metals.  In 
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transmission microscopy, besides the drawback of difficult 
specimen preparation, a lower limit of about lG°cr"~* exists 
for the dislocation density.  X-ray micrography, on the 
other hand, has an upper limit of about 105cm-- for the 
density in a material lil'c niobium.  Since the dislocation 
densities of interest in niobium single and bicrystals lie 
precisely in this 10^-108cnr2 range, different techniques 
are required. 

Two Methods lor dislocation observation in niobium have 
been developed in this study.  For easily obtained informa- 
tion on dislocation density and arrangement, etch pits at 
surface intersection sites are adequate.  An electroetching 
technique has been investigated and perfected for this pur- 
pose.  For more detailed observation of the dislocation 
line structure, a decoration and chemical etch technique 
has been found  to give excellent results.  A paper de- 
scribing these techniques and giving some results obtained 
by them, has been submitted for publication. (C) 

Electroetching 

An electrolyte of H2SO4 + 10-15% HF serves for both 
electropolishing and electroetching.  Pits in the shape of 
equilateral triangles have been found on {111} surfaces.  By 
etching the curved sides of rods of various orientations, it 
ha«-: been determined that tri?ngular pits may be developed at 
all orientations between the {111} pole and planes of the 
<111> »one.  The pit shapes vary in a manner consistent with 
the development of {110} planes as the initial pit sides. 
This would of course be impossible beyond the <111> zone 
plants. 

As-grown crystals sometimes show incomplete pitting, 
and fresh dislocations cannot be pitted in untreated 
material.  It has been found that tlu addition of a ;3 all 
arr.cu:it of ce.rbon allows the pitting v  all dislocations. 
This Is illustrated in Fig..3-1.  The carbon is evaporated 
on to the surface and diffused in at 1050°C. The increase 
of carbon content near the surface is less than 10 ppm.  In 
contrast, large additions of nitrogen and of oxygen had no 
effect. 

Electroetching effects, such as conical pits or film 
formation, have been observed at other orientations, but 
these proved either unreliable or inferior to the method 
described in the next section. 
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Chemical Etching 

On surfaces which have been heavily doped witn carbon, 
so that carbon concentration to a depth of about 200 microns 
is in the range of 50-60 ppm, an etch with nitric acid plus 
15-30% hydrofluoric acid (which normally acts as a chemical 
polish) has been found to bring out the complete dislocation 
line structure of a surface layer.  This effect is independ- 
ent of surface orientation.  Examples of the dislocation 
structure developed in strain anneal grown crystals are 
given in the figures below. 

The dislocations etch more slowly than the surrounding 
area and so become raised above the surface. The resolution 
is approximately the width of the affected region around the 
dislocation, which is of the order of one half micron.  The 
sharpest relief is found for the most freshly etched part of 
the dislocation line.  As the surface is etched below the 
original position of the line, the "hill" begins to polish 
out, gradually fading away. The disappearance of a partic- 
ular segment of dislocation line may require the removal of 
up to 30 microns of material, and so the thickness of the 
layer from which dislocations are visible increases with 
etching time up to this value. The process is illustrated 
in Fig. 3-2 in which two stages of etching of a double 
helix are shown. The helical axis is a <111> direction 
lying at 19.5° to the surface. Two views from Fig. 3-2a 
are drawn in Fig. 3-3, showing that the layer in this case 
is 14 microns deep.  After further etching, in Fig. 3-2b, 
it has increased to slightly over 30 microns. 

In general a dislocation in a subgrain interior will 
show two endpoints. One of these will be faded, representing 
the first appearance of a dislocation on etching. The other 
will be sharp corresponding with the intersection of the 
dislocation with the actual surface.  In determining the 
dislocation density,, these latter points are counted, in the 
same manner as etch pits, and the formula n = 2P applied. 
n is the dislocation density in cm. per cm.3, and P the 
density of intersection points by chemical etching or of 
pits by electroetching.  Densities obtained by the two 
methods agree closely, and their equivalence is shown in 
Fig. 3-4.  Here a chemically etched {111} surface was sub- 
sequently electrootched. Although some detail in the raised 
structure has been lost during the electroetch, it can be 
seen that all raised dislocations terminate in etch pits. 
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The structure of subboundaries lying at relatively 
small Aisles tc the surface may be resolved for misorienta- 
tions up to at .least one minute corresponding to a disloca- 
tion spacing of one micron. The net shown in Fig. 3-5 is 
close to the configuration for a pure twist boundary, with 
a prominent <100> component. Such pure twist boundaries 
limited to {110} surfaces in b.c.c. structures, were rarely 
observed. A pure tilt boundary on a {111} surface is shown 
in Fig. 3-6.  In this case a <110> dislocation line direc- 
tion probably corresponds to a {211} slip plane perpen- 
dicular to the surface. 

Boundaries which lie at greater angles to the surface 
may still be resolved if the misorientation is not too 
great. However, many subboundaries appear only as ridges 
of unresolvable structure, due to the density of disloca- 
tions in them, or the complexity of their structure. 

4.  SINTERING OF INTERGRANULAR POROSITY IN BICRYSTALS 

Bicrystals of niobium are made from half-inch diameter 
single crystals which have been grown by the strain anneal 
method. Discs are cut, spark planed, and electro- or 
chemically polished. Symmetrical tilt boundaries are pro- 
duced by rotating one disc by 180° with respect to another 
cut from the same crystal, and pressure welding in a 
vacuum induction heating furnace at 1500°C. The bicrystal 
<s then sectioned longitudinally, electropolished, lightly 
etched and the void density count 3d. Suitable correction is 
made for the enlargement of the voids on etching. 

Annealing behavior at 1800°C for a zero angle and a 
high angle tilt boundary is shown in Fig. 4-1*. Both 
boundaries show a similar large decrease in sintering rate 
with annealing time. The likliest explanation for this 
behavior is that dislocations which are introduced during 
welding act as vacancy sinks to produce an initial high 
sintering rate. The rate decreases as the dislocation 
density decreases during the anneal. This explanation is 
supported by the behavior of bicrystals welded at different 
pressures, as shown in Fig. 4-2. The large difference in 
the curves for 250 and 300 psi is presumably due to the fact 

♦Note that in Section 5 a sintering temperature of 2200°C is 
used to eliminate porosity completely. 
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that the yield strength for this material at 1500°C lies In 
this range.  The large change in dislocation density and 
arrangement after a one hour anneal at 1800°C for a 300 psi 
specimen is shown in Fig. 4-3. The decoration and chemical 
etch technique described in Section 3 has been used here to 
bring out the dislocation structure.  Present work is 
directed toward correlating the sintering rate with disloca- 
tion density. 

5.  GRAIN BOUNDARY SELF DIFFUSION IN BICRYSTALS OF NIOBIUM 

Introduction 

Grain boundary self diffusion is being studied in 
bicrystals of controlled crystal and boundary orientation 
which are prepared by sintering together single crystal 
discs.* The diffusional penetration of niobium-95 tracer 
into synthetic grain boundaries is studied as a function of 
orientation with the object of providing insight into the 
structure of the boundaries. 

The grain boundary diffusion model of Fisher(l), 
Fig. 5-1, in which the diffusant penetrates a semi-infinite 
isotropic medium of constant diffusivity, D, that contains 
a slab of thickness 6 and diffusivity D1 (>>D) is used.  In 
the present experiments the exact solution of Whipple(2) and 
the complementary and interpretative numerical computation 
of LeClair(3) was applied to this model in order to inter- 
pretate and assess the data. 

For a sintering experiment, LeClair presents the 
applicable solution in the form 

[1]      D'ö B In c 

ö(T?ß-1/2) 

where t is the time of diffusion, c is the average concen- 
tration (or activity) in a semi-infinite layer of thickness 
dy, and where 7} and ß are the reduced and dimensionless 

*See Section 4 for details of preparation. 
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parameters of Whipple, 

and 

n  « y/(Dt) 1/2 

21 
D 

1/2 6 

The computation of LeClair(3), In accord with the Insight of 
Levlne and MacCollum(4) and Suzuoka(5) reveal that Eq. 1 Is 
more readily evaluated If It is transformed to 

[2 D'5 
i  -\-5/3 In c 
^75" 

1/2 3 In c in u   \ x
5/3 

^y"'~ /      \* /    \ S(Tjß 

1 /2 
For [2], the final term is nearly constant in rjß~        and for 
ß> about 5, this is 

5 In c 

ö(t7ß-1/2)6/5 
0.78 

,6/5 In practice then, a plot of In c vs (penetration distance) 
should be a straight line at depths where lattice diffusion 
does not contribute and from the slope of such a plot, 
d In c/9y°/5 is obtained. The second term is evaluated for 
the diffusion time, t, and the known (at a given temperature) 
value of D from lattice diffusion measurements. 

Experimental Procedure 

Bicrystals that are produced by sintering at 2200°C 
are sectioned perpendicular to the grain boundary and 
electropolishedi. Nioblum-95 tracer then is vacuum evaporated 
onto the electropolished surface.* Diffusion anneals are 
done in vacuum (<2xl0-^) and temperature is controlled to 
± 1°C and at time and temperature that limit lattice 
penetration («s/4Dt) to about 2xl0-6cm. The concentration- 
penetration data are then obtained by serially sectioning 
the bicrystal in layers parallel to the tracer deposit and 
perpendicular to the grain boundary. The activity of each 
layer is then obtained by counting the 0.75 Mev 1 -peak of 
Nb-95. 

»Deposition Nb-95 was done through the courtesy of Metals 
and Ceramics Division of ORNL. 
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The key to this experiment is the sectioning technique. 
The process developed by Pawel and Lundy(6) in which the 
sample is sequentially anodized to a given voltage and then 
stripped of the dielectric, anodic film is used to obtain 
layers of 455A (±10%).  [A calibration of voltage vs thick- 
ness was obtained by interferometric measurements and is in 
accord with the independent calibration of Lundy et al.(7).] 
The resolution of this sectioning technique allows 
concentration-penetration curves to be determined for total 
penetration distance of as little as 0.4 microns. 

Bicrystals on which diffusion measurements have been or 
will be made are listed in Table I. As indicated in the 
table, most have symmetrical "tilt" boundaries with rota- 
tions, 6, about <100>, <111> or <110>, but several "random" 
orientations of unspecified but high index axes are also 
included. The angle frf is the deviation from the listed 
<h k 1> rotation axis.  All of the symmetrical bicrystals 
were sectioned normal to the tilt axis. 

An example of the concentration-penetration data is 
presented in Fig. 5-2a. These data are first plotted as log 
activity vs (Penetration Distance)2 which for lattice dif- 
fusion, should yield a straight line(8).  Clearly the 
curvature indicates that enhancement is observed.  In 
Ffg. 5-2b, log activity (per layer) is plotted vs (penetra- 
tion distance)6/5 in accord with Eq. 2. A reasonable 
straight line is obtained at the deeper penetrations where 
lattice diffusion does not contribute. The count rute data 
are corrected for decay and background and the error flags 
indicate the sum of the statistical counting error (<2%) 
and the variation in background (/^/10± 1 cpm). 

The value of D'6 is obtained from Eq. 2, and these 
results are given in Table 2 for the samples that have been 
completed.  From the <100> and <111> crystals diffused at 
1000°C for 6 hr. two points are evident:  First, from the 
shape of the curves there is measured enhancement at the 
smallest misorientation and second, the degree of enhance- 
ment increases with increasing raisorientatic i.  While the 
former observation could be caused by another enhancement 
mechanism  (eg., forest or subboundary dislocation pipe 
diffusion) the apparent orientation dependence could only 
come from a boundary effect. 
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The possibility of non-boundary enhancement is being 
checked experimentally by doing self-diffusion measurements 
on sirglt crystals in both the virgin state and after hand- 
ling that is identical to the bicrystal processing. 

The temperature variation of D'<$ was obtained for the 
random boundaries.  A plot of log D'6 vs 1/t for the 950, 
1000 and 1050°C anneals yield an activation energy of 51 
k.cal./g atom/°K. The activation energy for Jattic dif- 
fusion is 96 k.cal.(7). 

In addition to D'6, the tabulated results include 
D'6/D, ß and D*/D.  From Suzuoka(5) and LeClair(3), the 
value of ß is probably the best indicator of the validity 
of a grain boundary experiment. The values obtained in the 
present experiments are representative of those expected for 
a valid experiment in accord with the model and solution that 
have been used. 
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TABLE 1 

SINTERED 3ICRYSTALS FOR USE IN MEASURING GRAIN 
BOUNDARY SELF DIFFUSION IN NIOBIUM 

Symmetrical Tilt Boundari es 
in'iai tun <111> Axis of Hr»+n +■ \ r\r* 

No. 
e 

(deg) 
cp 

(deft) No. 
e 

(deg) 

nuId Iion 

(deg) 
37A 2 2 

2 34 b 56 7 0 
39A 8 1 14 7 i/2 
47 14-1/2 0 

18 8 1/4 
46A 20 o 57 9 0 
38 20 1 

o 
42 15 0 

61 22 40 40 2 
36 23-1/2 1/2 

58 40 0 
60 26 0 
44 28 

39 
0 
0 

<110> Axis of Rotation 
52 

59 15 0 

"Random" Boundaries 
Axis 

No. 

17A 38 10 

<h k 1> 

<100> 
49A 8 18 <111> 
50A 10 14 <111> 
51A 42 28 <111> 
53A 16 17 <110> 

Note:  6 is the amount of rotation about <b k 1> axis and cp 
is deviation from the exact <h k 1> indicated. 
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TABLE 2 

RESULTS OF GRAIN BOUNDARY SELF DIFFUSION 
IN BICRYSTALS OF NIOBIUM 

i 
/ 

Symmetrical Tilt BoundarJ.es (lgQ0°C/6 hr) 

Axis 

<100> 
91 

<111> 

2 
8 

20 

7 
8 

40 

-SB-« 

2 
1 
2 

D'Ö 
(cn)3/sec) 

7.3xl0-21 

9.3x10-21 
17.1x10-21 

1/2 6.7xl0-21 

1/4 10.8x10-21 
2    16.1x10-21 

D'6/D 
(cm) 

1.6x10 
2xl0-f 

3.7x10"!* 

1.5x10-4 
2.3x10-4 
3.5X10-4 

DVD 

3.2x103 
4xl03 

7.3x103 

2.9xl03 

4.7x103 
6.9x103 

B 

78 
99 
183 

72.5 
116 
172 

Random Boundaries 

Axis _! JL 

<111> 42 
<110> 16 
<111> 10 
<100> 38 
<111> 8 

D'ö 
(cm3/sec) 

28 7.12x10-22 
17 1.8x10-21 
14 3.4x10-21 
10 3.6x10-1» 
18 3.1x10-10 

D'ö/D 
(cm) 

6.8x10-5 
3.8x10-5 
1.8xl0-5 

7.5x10-4 
6.5x10-4 

DVD   B  Temp/time 

1.3x103 
7.7x102 
3.5x102 
1.5x104 
1.3x104 

34 
20 
3 

2831 
247J 

950°C/27 hr 
1000°C/8 hr 

1050°C/1.5 hr 

1075°C/1 hr 

Note: The orientation variables have the same meaning as In 
Table 1. D'ö Is derived from the measured concentration- 
penetration data by the use of [Eq. 2]. The value of the 
lattice dlffuslvlty Is taken from 
(Ref. 7), 6 Is taken to be 5x10 

om D - 1.1 exp(96.000/RT), 
-8 cm, B - DVD MM——. 

(Dt)l/2 
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Fig. 3-5 - {llO} surface, heavily doped, chemi- 
cally etched, 1750X, oblique light 
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Fig. 3-6 - {ill} surface, heavily doped, chemi- 
cally etched, 950X, oblique light 
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1001 

80 

ANNEAL TIME    (hr) 

Fig. 4.1 - Annealing cur ve s for 0° and 46° tilt boundary bicrystals 
welded 5 min. at 300 p8i and 1500°C 01crYBt*l*. 
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100 

ANNEAL TIMc 

Fig. 4.2 - Annealing curves for 0° bicrystals welded 
at indicated pressures 
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Fig. 5.1 - The model 
for grain boundary 
diffusion (1). 
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